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I. 7 ___________________________ of a good soldier
A. Soldiers must be _____________.
1. Must be invested with ____________.
2. Must be strong in ___________.
3. __________ is ________________ to _______________.
B. Soldiers must be ___________-_______________.
1. Can’t become ________________ with the world.
a. “Entwined” = “pleko” = “to ___________; to
_____________ one with.”
b. Keep your ________ on the _____________ and
_______________ of your faith.
C. Soldiers are ____________________.
1. There are ___________ = ___________.
a. Nomimos = ___________; nomos = ___________.
b. ____________ and ___________ will pass _________
before the ___________ goes anywhere.
2. Remember, we __________ what we ________.
D. Soldiers are ______________.
1. Four ________________ sayings.
a. If we die ________ Him - we will live ________ Him;
sunapothnesko = “To die __________ or
_________________.”
b. If we _____________ - we will ____________.
1. Hupomeno = “To ___________ - to not ________.”
c. If we deny ________ - He will deny ______.
1. Arneomai = “To ____________, say ______, to
_________.
d. If we are __________________ - He remains
________________.
1. Arneomai = “Cannot disregard his own
_______________ or prove ___________ to
himself.”
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I. characteristics
A. strong
1. power
2. grace
3. Grace; connected; suffering
B. single-minded
1. entwined
a. braid; become
b. eyes; author; finisher
C. disciplined
1. rules; Torah
a. rules; Torah
b. Heaven; earth; away; Torah
2. reap; sow
D. secure
1. faithful
a. with; with; with; together
b. endure; reign
1. remain; flee
c. Him; us
1. refuse; no; deny
d. faithless; faithful
1. interests; false

